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03 Background

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

StoryMD has amassed and curated one
of the world's largest digital repositories
of vetted, scientific medical information
featuring:

 5,000 health and wellness topics 
 35,000 articles
 37,000 videos 
 60,000 images and interactive tools

It offers accessibility of medical
information from trustworthy sources,
such as:
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04 Challenges

Patients

Patients' disparate
sources of knowledge

Little understanding
of diagnosis,
treatment plan, labs,
drugs, vaccines, etc.

Holistic health barely
advancing after a
doctor's visit

A lot of coded
medical information
stored in the library

No visual,
understandable,
user friendly way to
access it

A need to extract
and organize data in
a clear and
meaningful way for
the users

StoryMD
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A single integrated platform
that tracks, guides and
educates users

The Solution
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06 The Process

The team defines the product and
sets the roadmap and achievable
outcomes

Start

The CTO and the product owner
define the team and build the

architecture

1st
month

The team presents the first
proof of concept

4th
month

Develop an Electronic Health
Record platform

6th
month

The team deploys the release
version

6th
month
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07 How We Work with
StoryMD

Dreamix builds the entire structure and continuous
support as our partner does not have an inhouse IT
team.

We help our partner create a clean concept for the
developers.

We communicate with our partner on a daily basis to
adjust people and processes. The code undergoes unit
tests, incl. peer review, code reviews, pair
programming.

Scrum: all rituals, such as sprint planning, grooming,
retrospective, standups. Demos at every sprint’s end.
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The team has grown to 10
developers, 1 product owner, 1
designer and 2 DevOps by now.
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Dreamix Ltd. 
Bulgaria, Sofia 1113, 15-17 Tintyava str.

+359 884 116 309

office@dreamix.eu

Are you on your journey to digitisation?
Let us help you build the right
healthcare product for your business. 

Let us talk!

Let's Talk Business


